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Anyclean recognise that at this time of year the need to have carpets deep cleaned
is essential as Christmas and the onslaught of guests that come with it require a
house or place of work that is thoroughly clean and tidy.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

(Newswire.net -- January 20, 2013) London, UK -- Anyclean recognise that at this time
of year the need to have carpets deep cleaned is essential as Christmas and the

onslaught of guests that come with it require a house or place of work that is thoroughly clean and tidy.

This week Anyclean are offering new customers a multi-room discount which enables anyone booking four rooms to
be cleaned to have the smallest room cleaned for free. This genuine four for three offer is for first time customers
only and may not be used in conjunction with any other offer, discount or promotion.

Anyclean have offered personal cleaning services since 1998 in and around the London area. Their primary services
include end of tenancy cleaning, deep cleaning, regular weekly housekeeping and one off carpet cleaning to their
ever-growing client base.

In order to thank new customers for choosing their carpet cleaning services Anyclean have activated this offer to
reward and thank new bookings for choosing the company over rival businesses.

Nick Vassilev the owner, founder and CEO of Anyclean says “Here at Anyclean we know all too well that a business
is only as successful as its customers allow it to be. We have been supremely fortunate that clients have returned
time after time to enjoy our thorough and professional carpet cleaning services. As our business has grown we have
been thrilled to find the numbers of new customers has increased beyond our expectations, possibly it would seem
due largely to the recommendations of our previous customers with regards to our top service and customer
focussed ways of working. In order to thank new customers for taking the time to book with us and for trusting
those recommendations we are for a short time offering the carpet cleaning of four rooms for the price of three. A
great way we feel to have a home or work property spruced up prior to Christmas at a discounted price”.

For more information on how to activate the four rooms for the price of three offer call 020 7100 5498 or visit
http://www.anyclean.co.uk.

Editor’s Note:
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